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A perturbation analysis
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Abstract
BACKGROUND
Variation in lifespan has followed strikingly different trends for the young and old: while
total lifespan variability has decreased as life expectancy at birth has risen, the variability
conditional on survival to older ages has increased. These diverging trends reflect changes
in the underlying demographic parameters determining age-specific mortality.
OBJECTIVE
We ask why the variation in the ages at death after survival to adult ages has followed a
different trend than the variation at younger ages, and aim to explain the divergence in
terms of the age pattern of historical mortality changes.
METHODS
Using simulations, we show that the empirical trends in lifespan variation are well characterized using the Siler model, which describes the mortality trajectory using functions
representing early-life, later-life, and background mortality. We then obtain maximum
likelihood estimates of the Siler parameters for Swedish females from 1900 to 2010. We
express mortality in terms of a Markov chain model, and apply matrix calculus to compute
the sensitivity of age-specific variance trends to the changes in Siler model parameters.
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RESULTS
Our analysis quantifies the influence of changing demographic parameters on lifespan
variability at all ages, highlighting the influence of declining childhood mortality on the
reduction of lifespan variability, and the influence of subsequent improvements in adult
survival on the rising variability of lifespans at older ages.
CONCLUSIONS
These findings provide insight into the dynamic relationship between the age pattern of
survival improvements and time trends in lifespan variability.

1.

Introduction: Divergence in lifespan variability

To understand the demographic transition of the past century and a half, researchers have
analyzed the dynamics of mortality declines using both empirical data and mathematical
models. While providing insight into the dramatic increase in longevity, these analyses
have also occasionally yielded new puzzles. One of these puzzles concerns the trends and
age-pattern of variation in lifespan.
For much of human history, mortality rates at all ages were relatively high and the
length of human life was highly variable. During the course of the demographic transition, mortality rates declined, life expectancy rose, and the variability of the distribution
of lifespans, or ages at death, changed in response. Robine (2001, p.192) identified two
stages in the history of lifespan variability. In the first stage, spanning the late nineteenth
and early twentieth century “the level of mortality fell. . . resulting in a very large reduction
in the disparities of life spans.” The second stage, starting in the 1950s, was one in which
“the increase in life expectancy is no longer associated with a reduction in the dispersion
of life spans – or with only a very small reduction.” A closer examination of variability
trends suggests another key, yet overlooked, aspect of this story. In high-longevity populations, survival improvements have taken place at all ages, including the oldest (Wilmoth
et al. 2000; Rau et al. 2008), but trends in the variability of the distribution of ages at
death have not exhibited a uniform pattern. Variation in the length of life has declined
as life expectancy at birth has risen (Fries 1980; Wilmoth and Horiuchi 1999; Cheung et
al. 2005), but the variation in lifespan among survivors to older ages (e.g. 65 and above)
has increased (Myers and Manton 1984, Engelman et al. 2010).
Variation in lifespan can be measured with a number of indices, all of which are highly
correlated across populations and over time (Wilmoth and Horiuchi 1999; van Raalte and
Caswell 2013). Here, we measure lifespan variability by sx , the standard deviation of
the age at death, conditional on survival to the index age x. Figure 1 shows that the
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standard deviation among newborn individuals, measured relative to its initial value, has
declined since 1900, as has the variation in the distributions of ages at death conditional
on survival to age 10. However, variation in the age at death among survivors to older ages
is higher now than it was a century ago, when the challenges of reaching older ages may
have fashioned a more highly selected group of survivors. While the figure relies on data
for Swedish females to illustrate this pattern, the diverging age-specific trends have been
observed for women and men across industrialized nations and appear to be a common
feature of the mortality transition in contemporary high-longevity countries (Engelman et
al. 2010).
Figure 1:

Trends in lifespan variation for Swedish Females, 1900–2010
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Notes: Left: Trends in standard deviations of lifespan distributions for Swedish females: full population (s0 ) and
survivors to ages 10 (s10 ), 50 (s50 ), 75 (s75 ), and 90 (s90 ).
Right: Trends in standard deviations of lifespan distributions at the same ages relative to their values in
1900. Both perspectives show reduced variability in lifespan distributions containing younger people, but
growing lifespan variability among survivors to older ages.
Source: Human Mortality Database, 2012.

Because the difference in the trends in lifespan variance by age (sx ) is visually striking, substantial, and persistent, it should be accounted for in mortality models and in
explanations of population health patterns. Here, our goal is to explain the changes in sx
in terms of historical changes in the age schedule of mortality. We do so by using the
Siler model, which describes mortality in terms of early-life, later-life, and background
mortality components. We show that the empirical trends in lifespan variation are well
characterized using the Siler model, and obtain maximum likelihood estimates of its pa-
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rameters. By expressing lifespan variation in terms of a Markov chain model, we are able
to apply perturbation analysis (Caswell 2006, 2008, 2010) to quantify the influence of
changes in each parameter of the Siler model on variability trends at all ages. This analysis allows us to ask whether and how the pattern of mortality improvement over time
differentially influences age-specific lifespan variability (sx ) trends. Our results detail the
impact of declining childhood mortality on the reduction of lifespan variability and the
impact of improved survival in adulthood on the rising variability of lifespans at older
ages.
1.1

From Gompertz to Siler: Mathematical mortality models

The first attempt to describe the life table survival function in mathematical terms is credited (Smith and Keyfitz 1977) to the French mathematician Abraham de Moivre (1725).
de Moivre’s model provided a reasonable fit to the first empirical life table constructed
by Edmund Halley (1692) for the population of Breslau, but its shortcomings included a
lower age limit of 12 and an upper limit of 86 for the “extremity of old age.”
A century later, the British actuary Benjamin Gompertz (1825) famously modeled the
force of mortality as an exponential function:
µ(x) = eα+βx ,

(1)

where α describes the overall hazard levels and β is the rate of mortality increase with age.
While the Gompertz model provides a good approximation of adult mortality, it cannot
capture the declining hazard of mortality in early life (Canudas-Romo and Engelman
2009) or the deceleration in mortality at the oldest ages (Vaupel et al. 1998). It’s best
suited for modeling deaths in the general age range of 20–80 (Olshansky and Carnes
1997).
After Gompertz, Thorvald Thiele (1871) and Wilhelm Lexis (1878) both argued that a
complete description of the age distribution of deaths required three components. Lexis’
categories were based on the distribution of ages at death, and included (1) the “normal
group,” symmetrically distributed around the modal age of adult deaths; (2) infant and
child deaths; and (3) premature adolescent and adult deaths that, Lexis surmised, were
unrelated to age. The biologists Pearl and Miner (1935) also proposed a three-type classification, based on the shape of the log survival curve and reflecting constant, increasing,
or decreasing resistance to mortality over time.
Following the demographic tradition of three-part mortality modeling, Siler (1979)
developed a model with three competing components that together shape the pattern of
mortality in animal populations: (1) a hazard that decreases from birth onward as the
animal matures and adjusts to its environment (akin to Lexis’ second component and
Pearl and Miner’s “increased resistance” typology); (2) a constant hazard, reflecting a
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set of age-independent risks present in the “background” (paralleling Pearl and Miner’s
constant resistance pattern); and (3) a hazard that increases with age to reflect the growing
risk of death (and encapsulating the deaths that Lexis characterized as “normal” and Pearl
and Miner viewed as a function of decreased resistance to mortality):
µ(x) = eα1 −β1 x + eα2 +β2 x + eα3 .

(2)

Each Siler component could affect mortality across the full age range. Their additive
combination creates a bathtub-shaped age pattern (see Figure 2), with a mortality hazard
trajectory that decreases in early life, remains relatively flat between later childhood and
young adulthood, and then increases monotonically at older ages.
Figure 2:

The three-component Siler model
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Notes: µ(x) = eα1 −β1 x + eα2 +β2 x + eα3 , where the first term on the right represents the mortality pattern
dominant in childhood, the second term represents the mortality pattern dominant in adulthood, and the
third term represents a background mortality level.

Contemporary demographers (e.g. Canudas-Romo and Schoen 2005, Goldstein and
Wachter 2006) have applied the Siler model to human populations. While the Siler model
cannot account for the deceleration in older ages, nor the “hump” (frequently attributed
to accidental mortality) in early adulthood, it fits as well or better than most other models
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to human mortality data across the full age range (Gage and Dyke 1986, Gage and Mode
1993) and is consistent with biological interpretations based on age-specific causes of
death (Gage 1991). The Siler model has also been used as a model life table in studies
of the demography of primates and marine mammals (Barlow and Boveng 1991, Gage
1998).
1.2

Do mortality models capture variability?

The evaluation of mortality models has centered on their capacity to characterize the
change in mortality hazards by age and over time (Keyfitz 1984), focusing on death rates
(e.g. Ryder 1975) and on central tendency measures, such as the mean and modal age
at death (e.g. Pollard 1991, Thatcher et al. 1998, Kannisto 2001, Canudas-Romo 2008).
However, attention to the empirical trends in variability has been growing (Wilmoth and
Horiuchi 1999; Edwards and Tuljapurkar 2005; Smits and Monden 2009; Engelman et
al. 2010; van Raalte et al. 2011; Brown et al. 2012), and this key aspect of mortality
change should be reflected in models used to analyze and project population trends.
Because the Gompertz model focuses exclusively on adult mortality (see Tuljapurkar
and Edwards 2011 for an analysis of variability in adult lifespans under the Gompertz
model), it cannot capture the diverging trends in variability for the young and old. The
Siler model separates child, adult, and background mortality, and thus can capture the
contribution of these components to the diverging age-pattern of the trends in lifespan
variation that characterize historical mortality transitions in high-longevity populations.
(See Appendix A for simulations investigating the extent to which the Gompertz and Siler
models are able to depict the growing variability in longevity conditional on survival to
older ages, even while characterizing the declining variability in the overall lifespan distribution.) The Siler model can represent a wide array of mortality change scenarios,
including the historical patterns that saw child mortality decline before adult mortality.
It is thus particularly well-suited for exploring the diverging trends in lifespan variability
for the young and old. Below, we focus on quantifying the influence of each Siler model
parameter on age-specific variability trends, and show how declining childhood mortality reduced lifespan variability while later improvements in adult survival increased the
variability of lifespans at older ages.

2.

Data and methods

In this paper, matrices are denoted by boldface upper case symbols (e.g., P) and vectors
by boldface lower case symbols (e.g., η). All vectors are column vectors by default; η T
denotes the transpose of η. The identity matrix is I, and 1 is a vector of ones. The vector
operator creates a vector from a matrix by stacking the columns of the matrix on top of
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each other. The symbol ◦ denotes the Hadamard, or element-by-element product of two
matrices, while ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product.
We used data from he Human Mortality Database (HMD 2013), which contains detailed time series of mortality data and life tables for populations with virtually complete
registration and census data. To examine the changing distribution of lifespan during periods of notable mortality transitions, we analyzed data for females from Sweden – the
nation with the longest and most reliable time-series of vital statistics. Using life tables for
every year during the period between 1900 and 2010, we obtained maximum-likelihood
estimates for the five parameters of the Siler model (see Appendix B for the estimation
procedure).
Trends in lifespan variability are the result of changes in the underlying demographic
parameters determining age-specific mortality. The Siler model describes mortality hazards using scale parameters (α1 , α2 , α3 ) describing the level of mortality at younger ages,
older ages, and overall, as well as age-trend parameters (β1 , β2 ) describing the slope of
the hazard trajectory at younger ages and older ages. The analysis below describes the
sensitivity of lifespan variability (measured via sx the standard deviation of the distribution of lifespans beyond a given age x) to changes in the Siler model parameters.
Defined broadly, sensitivity analysis quantifies the change in an outcome variable in
response to a change in one or more variables on which the outcome depends (Caswell
1978). In demography, perturbation analysis has been used to describe the sensitivity of
population growth rates to changes in the environment or in vital rates (Demetrius 1969;
Keyfitz 1971; Goodman 1971; Caswell 1978, 2010), and the sensitivity of life expectancy
to changes in age-specific mortality rates (Keyfitz 1971, 1977; Pollard 1982; Vaupel 1986;
Keyfitz and Caswell 2005; Caswell 2006, 2009; Wrycza and Baudisch 2012).
Because trends in lifespan variability depend on the changing distribution of mortality, sensitivity analysis offers an appealing way to quantify the influence of each component of the Siler model on lifespan variability patterns across both age and time. We
will do this by describing longevity with an absorbing Markov chain model and applying
newly-developed matrix calculus methods (e.g., Caswell 2006, 2008, 2009, 2010; van
Raalte and Caswell 2013). The Markov chain formulation assumes that individuals move
through a set of transient states – in this case, age classes – over their life cycle and eventually die, or, in Markov chain terminology, enter an absorbing state in which they remain
thereafter. Since absorption (i.e., death) is eventually certain for all individuals, analyses
of conditional longevity measures are analogous to investigating how long it takes until
absorption occurs and what the distribution of absorption times is, given different initial
states or ages. Matrix calculus provides a notational framework that permits the consistent
differentiation of functions of scalar, vector or matrix arguments.
We represent age-specific mortality rates by a vector µ. The vector of age-specific
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survival probabilities is
p = e−µ

(3)
T

where the exponential is applied element-wise. Letting x = (0, · · · , 110) , then the mortality vector µ is a function of the parameters of the Siler model
µ = eα1 e−β1 x + eα2 eβ2 x + eα3

(4)

The Markov chain transition matrix representing the probabilities of survival and mortality from one age to the next can be written as


U 0
,
(5)
P=
M I
where M is a matrix of mortality rates and I is an identity matrix that assures that dead
individuals remain in their absorbing state. If only a single absorbing state is identified,
then M is a row vector, and I is the scalar 1. The matrix U is the transition matrix among
the living states; it has the survival vector p on the subdiagonal and zeros elsewhere,


0 ...
... 0
 p1



U=
(6)
.
.
..


p110 0
The last diagonal entry of U is zero, as no one survives beyond the final (absorbing) age
category in the life table.
Within this framework, the longevity of an individual in age class x is the time remaining until the individual enters the absorbing state. The statistics of longevity are
−1
calculated from the fundamental matrix N = (I − U) , whose (i, j) entry is the mean
number of visits to state i conditional on survival to state j. The vectors representing the
expected lifespan (η, or time until death), its variance, and the standard deviation are:
η̄ T
T

= 1T N
T

(7)
T

= 1 N (2N − I) − η̄ ◦ η̄
p
s =
V (η)

V (η)

T

(8)
(9)

where 1 is a column vector of ones, ◦ denotes element-by-element multiplication, and
the square root is applied element-wise (for derivations in a demographic context, see
Caswell 2006, 2009, 2010).
Our goal is a sensitivity analysis that will provide the derivatives of s (the vector of
standard deviations of lifespans after successive index ages) with respect to the parameters
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T

of the Siler model, given by the vector θ = (α1 , β1 , α2 , β2 , α3 ) . Previous sensitivity
analyses have focused on perturbations of mortality at a single specified age (Zhang and
Vaupel 2009; Caswell 2010,2013; van Raalte and Caswell 2013; Gillespie et al. 2014).
These studies have shown, for many measures of variability, the existence of a critical
age: before this age, the sensitivity of variability to mortality is positive (i.e declines in
mortality contract variability); after it, the sensitivity is negative (i.e. mortality declines
expand variability). Mortality models such as the Siler model provide parameters that
influence the entire age pattern of mortality. This frees us from considering only single
ages. Perturbations in α1 and β1 (the childhood mortality parameters) have their largest
effects at ages before the critical age, whereas α2 and β2 (the adult mortality parameters)
affect mortality more at ages past the critical age.
Our methods rely on matrix calculus, as used by Caswell (2006, 2008, 2013, van
Raalte and Caswell 2013). The first step is to differentiate the variance V (η) with respect
to the matrix U, and then apply the chain rule successively to link U with the Siler hazard
model, obtaining
h
dV (η)
=
2(NT ⊗ 1T ) + 2(I ⊗ 1T N) − (I ⊗ 1T )
dθ T
i
dvec U
− 2 [diag (η̄)] (I ⊗ 1T ) (NT ⊗ N)
.
dθ T
The derivative of the vector s of standard deviations of lifespan lengths is then

(10)

1
dV (η)
ds
= diag (s)−1
.
(11)
dθ T
2
dθ T
The final step in the derivation requires the derivatives of the transition matrix U, given
in (6), with respect to the Siler model parameters. These are obtained by writing
dvec U = diag (vec J)(1 ⊗ I)dp,

(12)

where J is a square matrix, with ones on the sub-diagonal and zeros elsewhere, and then
noting that
dp = −diag (p)dµ.
(13)
Combining the results give the derivative with respect to the Siler parameter vector as
dvec U
dµ
= −diag (vec J)(1 ⊗ I)diag (p) .
(14)
dθ T
dθ
The derivative of the mortality vector µ with respect to the Siler model parameters is
obtained by rewriting the Siler model (4) as
µ(x) = ew1 + ew2 + ew3 ,

http://www.demographic-research.org
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with the corresponding derivatives:
dµ = diag (ew1 ) dw1 + diag (ew2 ) dw2 + diag (ew3 ) dw3 ,

(16)

where
dw1 = 1dα1 − x(dβ1 )
dw2 = 1dα2 + x(dβ2 )

(17)

dw3 = 1dα3 .
This perturbation method combines the sensitivity of the Siler mortality components
in (17), the sensitivity of the transition matrix U to mortality in (14), and the sensitivity
of s to the transition matrix U in (11) and (10). The analyses allow us to determine and
quantify the sensitivity of our outcome of interest (the standard deviation of the distribution of lifespans beyond any given age) to unit changes in each of the five Siler model
parameters. The results below demonstrate how the pattern of mortality improvement
over time – as reflected in changes in the Siler model parameters – differentially affects
lifespan variability conditional on survival to younger and older ages.

3.

Results

Figure 3 presents maximum likelihood estimates for the Siler model parameters from
1900–2010. Each parameter is represented in its own scale, to facilitate the analysis of
trends. The α parameters, representing the overall levels of child, adult, and background
mortality, decline over time, although α2 (the adult parameter) first increased slightly
between 1900–1930 before declining. All three α parameters are negative, with α2 always
less than α1 and α3 . Both β slope parameters are positive, with β1 more than an order
of magnitude larger than β2 . The value of β1 , which represents the rate of decline in
childhood mortality with age, increased dramatically from 1900–1940, and then remained
roughly constant — a result consistent with the known improvements in infant survival.
The trend in β2 , which represents the rate of increase in adult mortality with age, mirrors
the α2 trend: first declining between 1900–1930, and then increasing during the latter
part of the twentieth century, although the overall variation is small. Thus the slope of
the adult hazard trajectory has grown slightly steeper since 1930, even as age-specific
mortality hazards have declined, with mortality being increasingly compressed into the
latter part of life. Overall, infant and childhood mortality declined earlier in the century,
and adult survival improvement followed in subsequent decades.
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Figure 3:

Trends in maximum likelihood parameter estimates for the Siler
model
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Notes: The child mortality parameter β1 is negative in the Siler equation, while all other parameters are positive.
Based on life tables for Swedish females 1900–2010.

Figure 4 presents the sensitivity of sx (the standard deviation of lifespan beyond age
x) to changes in each Siler parameter for five selected years between 1900 and 2010.
Regardless of age or time,
dsx
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That is, the variability in lifespan is increased by higher baseline infant mortality and
reduced by a faster rate of decay of that mortality component with age, because these
changes primarily affect mortality (positively and negatively, respectively) before the critical age. Conversely, lifespan variability is reduced by higher baseline old age mortality
and by increases in the rate of late-life mortality; these changes have their biggest effects
at old ages, past the critical age. Finally, variability in lifespan is increased by increases in
the age-independent component of mortality. The standard deviation of remaining lifespan at all ages is most sensitive to changes in the value of β2 , the slope parameter for
adult mortality. Note that the greater impact of α1 and β1 at young ages, and of α3 and
β3 at older ages means that these results reflect an integration of effects on both sides of
the critical age.
Sensitivity of each age-specific (conditional) standard deviation in
the distribution of lifespans to unit changes in Siler model parameters for selected years
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The sensitivities of sx to the parameters representing infant mortality mirror each
other, with α1 positive, β1 negative, and both approaching zero with increasing age and
over time. The mirrored trajectories reflect the two parameters’ complementarity and
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interdependence in determining the hazard of mortality in early childhood. Notably, while
in 1900 the absolute magnitude of the sensitivities to α1 and β1 were relatively high,
and each parameter’s visible impact extended up to age 5, by later years the sensitivity
declined markedly, and the two parameters’ influence was confined to the first year of
life. As one might expect, the two childhood parameters only affect sx for ages that
include mortality in early life, but their sensitivities approach zero as age increases. A
similar pattern of decline with age and over time is apparent for the sensitivity to α3 , the
parameter determining background or overall mortality level. The sensitivity to α3 at all
ages has declined over time, but remains appreciable at younger ages and up to midlife.
Up through the reproductive ages, sx is more sensitive to changes in α3 than to changes in
α1 , indicating the importance of overall mortality conditions to the pattern of variability
in lifespans.
In contrast to the diminishing influence of the other parameters across the life course,
the adult mortality parameters α2 and β2 remain influential across the full age spectrum.
The sensitivity of sx to both parameters is negative at all ages, implying that an increase in
either the overall level or rate of increase of adult mortality would reduce variability, and,
conversely, that improved survival in adulthood will increase age-specific variation. The
sensitivity of sx to β2 is substantially greater than its sensitivity to all other parameters –
nearly two orders of magnitude bigger than the sensitivity to β1 or α2 .
The age-pattern of the two adult mortality parameters’ influence on the variability of
the lifespan distribution differs substantially from that of the other parameters (see Figure
4). In 1900, the sensitivity of sx to changes in both α2 and β2 was strongly negative
for measures conditional on survival to young ages, with lower absolute sensitivity at
older ages. For both parameters, the change in sensitivity with age was more marked at
older ages than it was at younger ages, with a plateau between (roughly) ages 50 and
70. Throughout the 20th century, the sensitivity to both parameters declined in absolute
magnitude at younger ages, while the sensitivity at older ages increased slightly. By the
second half of the twentieth century, the resulting age trajectory featured a slight decline
in sensitivity from birth up to age 50, relatively more absolute sensitivity for measures
conditional on survival to age 50–75, and finally a steep reversal and decreased absolute
sensitivity for measures conditional on survival to older ages.
For a more detailed longitudinal perspective on the relationship between the Siler parameters and conditional variability for selected ages, Figure 5 presents the trends in the
sensitivity of the standard deviation of the lifespan distribution for survivors to selected
ages (0, 10, 50, and 75) to each Siler model parameter. The sensitivities of s0 to each
parameter have changed dramatically over the course of the twentieth century. For example, while the childhood mortality parameters α1 and β1 were quite influential for s0 in
1900, its sensitivity to them declined steeply after that. Another steep decline, followed
by stable lower rate, is apparent in the sensitivity of s0 to α3 , the background mortality
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component. The sensitivity of s0 to the two adult mortality parameters, α2 and β2 , also
shows two distinct phases: it rapidly moves towards less negative values during the first
part of the century, and then stabilizes (or continues to decline very slowly) during the latter part of the time series. Trends for the sensitivity of s10 to the same parameters follow
a similar pattern, consistent with the reductions in early-life mortality which took place
in the first half of the twentieth century.
Figure 5 also indicates that the standard deviations at older ages (s50 and s75 ) are
insensitive to the childhood mortality parameters; s50 (but not s75 ) shows slight responsiveness to α3 early in the twentieth century, but this sensitivity wanes over the decades.
The main contrast between the two indices is apparent in their sensitivities to the adult
mortality parameters α2 and β2 , which were similar in 1900, but have diverged substantially since. The relative stability in the sensitivity of s75 to the two parameters over
time stands in contrast to the declining sensitivity in measures conditional on survival
to younger ages: while s75 was relatively less sensitive to α2 and β2 in the first part of
the twentieth century than s0 , s10 , and s50 , the mid-century cross-over has resulted in
a greater contemporary sensitivity of s75 to α2 and β2 , relative to variability measures
conditional on survival to younger ages. Thus, the influence of the Siler model’s adult
parameters on longevity variation is apparent at increasingly older index ages.
In summary, the sensitivity patterns shed some light on the divergent trends in longevity
variation. The standard deviation for younger ages decreases over time because its sensitivities to α1 and α3 are positive, and those parameter values have decreased over the
course of the last century’s demographic transition. The sensitivities to the two β parameters are negative and β1 and β2 have both increased, likewise reducing the standard
deviation for survivors to younger ages. At the older ages, the sensitivity of sx to the
two adult mortality parameters is negative, α2 has decreased and β2 has increased only
slightly, leading in combination to a trend of increased variability. Sensitivity to the childhood and background parameters α1 , β1 , and α3 approaches zero at older ages, so these
parameters do not exercise an influence on the pattern of variability at older ages. Finally,
sx is stable in the immediate post-reproductive years because of the countervailing effects
of the positive sensitivity to α3 and the negative sensitivity to adult mortality parameters
which are operating in conjunction to shape variability patterns at these younger-old ages.
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Sensitivity of each age-specific (conditional) standard deviation in
the distribution of lifespans to unit changes in Siler model parameters for selected ages
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4.

Discussion

A focus on variability requires going beyond measures of central tendency to characterize
the pattern of mortality across the full range of ages, yet previous evaluations of mathematical mortality models have rarely considered their capacity to accurately represent age
differences in lifespan variability trends. Our simulations (see Appendix A) showed that
while the widely-used Gompertz model suggests a link between improved survival and increased lifespan variation in adulthood, it cannot account for the diverging trends for the
young and old that are a key feature of the historical mortality transition in high-longevity
countries. The three-component Siler model, however, can produce a pattern of compression in lifespan variability accompanied by increasing variability conditional on survival
to older ages. Furthermore, the time trends in the Siler model parameters highlight the
earlier reduction in early-life mortality and the subsequent reduction in adult mortality,
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another notable characteristic of the demographic transition during the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries.
The perturbation analysis of the Siler model indicates that the conspicuously diverging patterns of lifespan variation by age are due to the differential impact of mortality
reduction in childhood and adulthood on the distribution of ages at death. These dynamics across time and age are essential for understanding the patterns of change in life
expectancy as well as in the variability of lifespans. Our analysis adds to previous work
on mortality change and lifespan variability by examining the effects of each Siler parameter on mortality at every age, and by precisely quantifying the extent to which lifespan
variability is increased or decreased by changes to specific components of the overall
mortality trajectory.
Previous research has shown that lives saved at younger ages reduce lifespan disparity, while lives saved at older ages increase it (Zhang and Vaupel 2009; van Raalte and
Caswell 2013; Gillespie et al. 2014), with the threshold demarcating early and late ages
changing in response to changes in the mortality schedule and the historical contingencies
that shape it. Our results likewise indicate that early and late deaths have different implications for the variability of lifespan conditional on survival to successive ages. Perturbation analysis enabled us to quantify this relationship, showing the differential responses
of variability measure conditional on survival to younger and older ages to the parameters defining the course of child, adult, and background mortality levels. In particular, we
showed that lifespan variability decreases for younger ages because of its sensitivity to the
childhood mortality parameters, and that lifespan variability at older ages has increased
because its sensitivity to the decline in adult mortality is in fact negative.
The Siler parameters that primarily define the early childhood component of mortality
(α1 and β1 ) influenced lifespan variability substantially when early-life mortality was
still high at the turn of the twentieth century, but this influence waned as the absolute
value of the parameters shifted to reflect declining levels of mortality in infancy and the
childhood years. Sweden’s current extremely low level of childhood mortality is thus
apparent both in the Siler childhood parameter values and in the declining sensitivity of
lifespan variability at all ages (even the youngest) to these parameters over time. A similar
pattern holds for the background-mortality element (α3 ).
In contrast, the two parameters that define adult mortality (α2 and β2 ) exercised an
increasingly noticeable effect on mortality starting in the 1930s, and remained influential
throughout the latter half of the twentieth century and into the twenty-first. Variability
indices conditional on survival into older ages have maintained and even somewhat increased their sensitivity to these parameters. The parameter trends reflect the sustained
decline in mortality at increasingly older ages (Vaupel 2010), while the sensitivity trends
reflects an inverse relationship between improved old-age survival and the variability of
lifespans for survivors into later life.
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Notably, the expansion of lifespan variability at older ages takes place despite the
fact that deaths are being concentrated into older ages. While the classic description of
mortality compression (Fries 1980) predicts that lifespan variability will decline as life expectancy rises, this decline in variability doesn’t materialize at older ages because, as we
show, the relationship between mortality rates and lifespan variability is negative at those
ages. While the data leave no doubt that deaths are indeed being delayed into increasingly
older ages, our analysis shows that the implications of such changes for lifespan variability patterns are not pre-determined, but rather depend in intricate ways on the specific
pattern of mortality change by age and over time.
The longitudinal nature of our analysis further highlights the impact of the temporal
pattern of mortality change (i.e. an initial decline in childhood mortality followed by a
decline in adult mortality some decades later) on the differential trends in lifespan variability at younger and older ages. Mortality has declined at all ages, but not at the same
time or to the same extent. For the successive cohorts aging through the dramatic population changes of the twentieth century, survival has improved at all ages, but more so in
early life than in adulthood. At the same time, each successive cohort is reaching older
ages with added benefits of lower mortality (and likely better health) throughout the life
course, suggesting that the period trends we describe here may also be explained by cohort
effects and changing distributions of health and vulnerability to mortality within cohorts
(see Engelman et al. 2013 for a more detailed analysis of this possibility).
It is important to remember that while the parameters of the Siler model are notable for
their meaningful interpretations, inference based on individual parameter values should
be undertaken cautiously, due to the high correlation between model parameters (see Hartmann 1987) and the co-determination of best-fitting parameter values by our maximum
likelihood estimation procedure. This interdependence is particularly notable in the case
of parameter pairs (e.g. α1 and β1 or α2 and β2 ) that jointly describe the level and age
slope of particular mortality components. Overall, however, the trends we identify are
consistent with the changes that took place over the course of the demographic and epidemiological transitions of the twentieth century.
Perturbation analysis has enabled a more detailed quantification of the influence of
changing demographic parameters on the pattern of lifespan variability at all ages, highlighting the impact of declining childhood mortality on the reduction of lifespan variability, and the impact of later improvements in adult survival on the rising variability of
lifespans at older ages. Future research may further draw on the Siler model and perturbation methods to decompose mortality change, characterizing the relative contributions
of changes in background, infant, adult, and old-age mortality to the demographic transformations of the past century and half, as well as projecting the components of future
changes with greater precision.
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Appendix
A

Simulations

We simulated the impact of changes over time in mortality rates on the age-pattern of
longevity variability using the Gompertz and Siler models. First, using data on Swedish
females in 1900, we employed maximum likelihood techniques to obtain estimates of the
parameters for each model (see Appendix B for an elaboration of this method). We then
simulated a pattern of constant annual change ρ in mortality over time t using each model.
For the Gompertz model, the following adaptation was used to represent change in
each age-specific mortality hazard:
µ(x, t) = eα+βx−ρt .

(23)

For the Siler model, we allowed each of the three childhood, adulthood, and background
mortality components to have its own change parameter according to the formula:
µ(x) = eα1 −β1 x−ρc t + eα2 +β2 x−ρa t + eα3 −ρb t .

(24)

By allowing each component to change separately, we imposed no assumptions about
the relationships between the three mortality components. Though the rate of change in
each component may not in fact be independent from the rates of change in the other two
components, the independence assumption is less restrictive than an assigned relationship.
Given knowledge of the historical pattern of mortality change, we expected a scenario
in which child mortality declined faster than adult mortality to yield the most realistic
lifespan variability patterns. Because a background mortality component that is not agedependent has not been investigated as thoroughly as mortality specific to childhood or
adulthood, we paid special attention to its pattern of decline relative to the other two
components, and to its influence on the age-pattern of lifespan variability trends.
For simplicity, we assumed the annual change in each parameter value was constant
over the simulation time frame. Each ρ parameter was assigned a value of either 0.005,
0.01, or 0.02. These three values were selected to represent a range of relative change scenarios within the bounds of values that produced a reasonable age-schedule of mortality:
i.e. values that generated age-specific mortality probabilities within the (0,1) bounds.
Each model-based change scenario was used to simulate a schedule of mortality decline for 111 years (for comparability with the Swedish data for 1900–2010). For each
year, the simulated age-specific mortality hazard measures were used to construct an associated life table (see HMD (2013) for a description of the life table construction method).
For each life table, standard deviations were calculated for the complete distribution of
ages at death as well as left-truncated or conditional distributions comprising only individuals who survived up to each age age x, (sx ). These conditional age-specific standard
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deviation measures were divided by their baseline value (i.e. their value in 1900) to obtain
period-standardized measures of variability that were uniformly scaled across all ages.
The resulting ratios are equal to 1 if there was no change in the standard deviation for
survivors to any given age x since 1900, and the comparison of trends in the age-specific
relative deviation measures allow rising and falling patterns to be distinguished on the
same scale. The empirical age-specific lifespan variability trends in Figure 1 were then
compared to simulated trends produced using the Gompertz and Siler models.
As can be seen in the simulation-based panels in Figure A1, a Gompertz model that
includes a term for declines in age-specific mortality over time fails to produce a divergent
age-pattern of lifespan variability trends. When the rate of change in the Gompertz model
is extremely slow (ρ = 0.0001, not shown), there is virtually no change in the relative ratio
of standard deviations, while ρ = 0.005 leads to a very slight increases in variability at all
ages. For ρ = 0.01, there is a hint of contracting variation trend at the very oldest ages,
the opposite direction from that observed in the empirical plot. As the rate of mortality
decline is allowed to increase (ρ = 0.02), the apparent pattern is one of an initial period
of increased variability followed by a marked decline in lifespan variability at all ages.
Figure A2 depicts analogous simulations that take advantage of the distinct childhood,
adult, and background mortality components of the Siler model. Under some scenarios, the three-component model is better able to capture the diverging lifespan variability
trends than the Gompertz model. The figure presents cases in which childhood mortality changes faster than adult mortality (consistent with known historical patterns) and the
change in background mortality varies from slowest (1) to intermediate (2) and fastest (3).
Of the three scenarios, the two in which background mortality changes at a faster pace
than either one or both age-specific components are most similar to the empirical plot,
though in scenario 3 the s10 declines more dramatically than s0 . However, scenario 1,
where the decline in background mortality is slowest relative to the other two components
creates a pattern of increasing variation at nearly all ages except the very youngest.
Because of its greater capacity to replicate the empirical pattern of diverging lifespan
variability trends, the Siler model was used in the subsequent analysis to examine the
sensitivity of the age-specific variability measures to actual changes in each parameter
over time.
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Figure 6:

Simulated lifespan variability trends for 111 years based on a
Gompertz model
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Simulated lifespan variability trends for 111 years based on a Siler
model
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B

Maximum likelihood estimation

For a given life table cohort (real or synthetic, as in period life tables), we denote the
number of survivors to exact age x by l(x), and the number of deaths between exact ages
x and x + 1 as d(x). The hazard of dying at age x , µ(x) , was defined according to the
Gompertz or Siler hazard equations (µ(x)) in turn. The life table (conditional) single-year
probability of death, q(x), is given by:
q(x) = 1 − e−

R x+1
x

µ(s) ds

,

(25)

and was estimated via the common approximation (Chiang 1984):
q(x) = 1 − e−µ(x) .

(26)

Note that this estimator of q(x) is most reliable when the hazard can be assumed to be
constant over the one-year interval.
To construct a closed form likelihood function for our life table data, we assumed
that life table deaths followed a binomial distribution with l(x) trials, of which d(x) are
failures and l(x) − d(x) are successes. We treated q(x) as the underlying parameter
representing the probability of death. Since, as shown above, q(x) is a function of the
hazard µ(x), either the two parameters of the Gompertz model (α and β) or the five
parameters of the Siler model (α1 , β1 , α2 , β2 , and α3 ) were defined in relation to q(x)
and estimated via the following likelihood function:


l(x)
L(q(x)|X) =
q(x)d(x) (1 − q(x))l(x)−d(x) ,
(27)
d(x)
where X = (d(x), l(x)) is the vector of observed data in life tables for Swedish females
in the 111 years between 1900–2010.
Since the log likelihood function — which converts the repeated multiplication to
repeated addition — reaches a maximum at the same point as the original function, we
maximized the sum of the following log likelihood:
LogL(q(x)|X) = d(x)log(q(x)) + (l(x) − d(x)) log (1 − q(x))

(28)

The chosen estimates for the model parameters were the set of numerical solutions produced when all partial derivatives of the log likelihood were set equal to zero. All parameters were estimated simultaneously, given the observed data and using the statistical software program R, and specifically the optimx package developed by Nash and Varadhan
(2011). We ran the optimization procedure independently for each of the 111 period life
tables, obtaining two or five simultaneous parameter estimates (depending on the model)
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for each life table and examining the resulting trends. Values from the 1900 period life
table were used as the baseline trajectories in the simulations, while the full series of 111
period life tables from 1900–2010 were used to estimate the parameters examined via
perturbation analysis.
The procedure is sensitive to the choice of starting parameter values, and we assigned
values based on parameters used by Goldstein and Wachter (2006) to characterize the
mortality trajectory of European populations in the twentieth century. Starting values
for the Gompertz model were α = −10 and β = 0.1, and starting values for the Siler
model were α1 = −2.4, β1 = 0.9, α2 = −11.6, β2 = 0.1, and α3 = −4.6. To assure
convergence of the estimates, we allowed up to 20,000 iterations and 50,000 function
evaluations, with a gradient tolerance level of 0.00005.
To characterize the variability of these estimates, we calculated the Hessian matrix
(the matrix of second partial derivatives of the log likelihood), took the negative expectation of this matrix to obtain the “information matrix,” and inverted the latter to obtain estimates of the variances and covariances of the maximum likelihood parameter estimates.
To obtain the standard errors (i.e. the standard deviation of the sampling distribution) for
each parameter estimate, we computed the square root of the diagonal elements of the
final matrix. These results are available upon request.
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